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Children everywhere love stories, whether read 
or told. They love to re-enact and re-create them 
in their own idiosyncratic young minds and 
therefore classrooms must never be void of them. 

Teachers who understand the very nature of 
children's creative ego will undoubtedly fill their 
classrooms with stories and books. Not only 
that, but they will also create an environment that 
continues to stimulate the essence of creativitiy in 
young children. 

A story-based programme, no doubt, promotes 
and enhances literacy and language learning as 
Charlotte Huck (1976) says: 

A love of reading and a taste of 
literature are the finest gifts we 
can give our children, for we 
have started them on the path of 
a lifetime of pleasure. 

Stories that are shared, read or told can also be 
continued. When stories are continued with the 
same characters, they become sequels. A sequel 
to a story can be created by the children with the 
teacher's help or by the children themselves. 

A sequel can be created in such a way that it 
develops a type of writing or genre. For 
example, in A Surprise for Mum by Akusitino 
Tualasea, (from the Waka Series published by 
the Institute of Education at the University of the 
South Pacific), a sequel can help develop the 
procedural genre. Procedures are concerned 
with how things are done, and in Tualasea's story 
with its ending: 

the sequel can begin with looking at a recipe for 
cooking fish: 

"How will we cook this fish? 
Let's think of a way. Will we 
put it in the umu? Will we have 
it raw? Will we bake it in 
coconut cream or steam it? 
What do you think, Setu?" 
asked Mum. 

"Well, let's bake it in coconut 
cream, Mum. Yummy, I love 
that! But how do we start?" 

Thinking of a recipe - the purpose of the sequel -
means thinking of how a recipe is written; its 
structure and its language which they can use to 
expand this particular procedural text and which 
they can reflect on when they are writing or 
editing their text. As they are familiar with this 
type of writing, they can further develop other 
creative ways of writing using this model. 

A recipe begins with the Title; Fish in Coconut 
Cream, and it has two parts; the ingredients and 
the method. The ingredients are the items needed 
for the cooking and the method is the way the 
fish is to be cooked. It is written in imperative 
sentences eg. wash fish, leaving out articles, (a, 
the) etc. The ingredients section has two parts -
one that gives the measurements, and the other 
that tells about the items to be used - e.g. 2 
tblspn (measurement) butter (item). 

Let's look at creating another sequel that 
develops the genre of reporting. An Island by 
Eadinur Deiye, also a Waka story book, is a 
story about how Nauru was formed by the Noddy 
birds and it ends: 



A sequel to the story could be: 

As years went by, the noddy 
birds enjoyed living in their new 
homes. 

Then people started coming in 
huge double hulled canoes. 
'What a beautiful place.' And 
they lived happily together with 
the noddy birds. 

Today Nauru is different from 
the days of the noddy birds. 
Let's look at Nauru today. 

Where it is (Location) 
People (Population) 
Climate 
Flora and Fauna etc. 

The report genre is concerned with factual 
information and to obtain the factual information 
one has to do some research in the library, or 
with the tourism bureau or in an archives section. 
A variety of skills will be developed, including 
developing one's literacy skills of reading, 
writing, researching, thinking, discussing, 
collaborating, interacting, co-operating and 
reporting. 

Another Waka story that can develop the genre of 
explanation is When Darkness Falls by Sereima 
Lumelume. The very title of the book calls for 
an explanation on 'How Darkness Falls'. 
However, a sequel to the story can include an 
explanation about how the children caught the 
crabs or how they worked on their home-made 
balls, or how they travelled to and from their 
homes. Again an explanation genre has a very 
distinctive structure and language pattern, which 
will assist the children in enhancing their 
knowledge of how language choices are made. 

Literacy and language development ought to 
allow the learners to develop their learning talents 
in a variety of meaningful, practical ways as 
Holdaway aptly sums it up: 

It is difficult to provide natural 
motivation for reading in an 
environment where books are 
things you work through rather 
than things you come to depend 
on for special pleasure and 
enlightenment. 

(Holdaway, 1979) 
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